Ramakrishna Mission High School
English Medium Students’ Feedback

Computer Laboratory
 We are attending Computer Lab classes with great interest and
enthusiasm.
 In computer class, each one of us will have separate computer.
 We are learning Q-basic, typing, LibreOffice Writer, LibreOffice
impress, LibreOffice Calc, Paint etc.
 In LibreOffice Writer we are practicing the following features – New
Page, Fonts, Size, Font work, typing, open, save, exit, save as etc.
 In Paint, we have two apps called Paint and Paint 3D. In paint, we
practice draw, paint, type, fill, erase etc. In Paint 3D, we use features
like Select Magic Select, 3D shapes, 2D shapes, 3D view, Brush,
Stickers, New, Open Save etc.
 In MSW LOGO, we use commands to draw specific shapes, colours,
etc. We also learnt how to do calculations. We also used backward,
forward, right turn, left turn, clear screen, clear text, hide turtle, show
turtle and Seth etc. We also learnt how to draw flowcharts by using
terminal box, Input/output box, processing box, decision box etc.
 We also learnt how to use smart art.
 Using LibreOffice Impress, we prepare slides with features like
animation, Slide transition, slide layout, gallery, slide master, text box
etc.

 We learnt Hyper Text Markup Language to create hyperlinks in web
pages by using Anchor <A> tag and its attribute HREF. We also learnt
to create tables with Table tag and its attributes tableborder,
bordercolor, cellpadding, cellspacing, tr, th etc. We also learnt to give
link for images by using IMG SRC tag. We also learnt how to design
web pages by using face, size, color attributes in Font tag, bgcolor,
background, text, leftmargin, rightmargin in Body tag. We also learnt to
create ordered List (OL), unordered lists(UL), Bold text (B), Underlined
text (U) etc. in HTML.
 We thank our school management for creating the great Computer lab
facility for us.
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 We learnt many things about computers like
o Different parts of computer, how to operate a computer, the
positions of letters and numbers in the keyboard, typing quickly
without seeing the keyboard, how to set time and date, how to
open a file, how to save a file, how to draw pictures, how to use
paint etc.
 We are very happy to attend the computer classes.
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